Insanely Beautiful Hotel Bars Worth
Booking a Plane Ticket For
See the newly opened spots we're inspired by as of late.
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One of the (arguably) best parts of travel would have to be the act of indulging in local
fare—libations obviously, included. When it comes to seeking out the spots for said
activities, we typically turn to the likes of Trip Advisor, Yelp, foodie blogs, and
magazines, or just plain word of mouth.
While the quality of food remains of the utmost importance, there is something to be
said of a well-designed space that manages to further transform you from your

destination. After all, when traveling, aren’t we all just looking for a momentary escape?
Apart from contributing to the ambiance, the decor of a hotel, bar, or restaurant can truly
make or break an experience.
Instagrammable moments aside, the thoughtful elements and curated design details
that define a particular establishment do contribute to the experience as a whole. So
naturally, it’s useful for the establishments to pay special mind to such details.
As it typically tends to go with travel, seeking out the spots that pertain to such
characteristics becomes an increasingly important point of focus. And while we can
come to have a certain set of expectations when selecting a venue for an evening of fun
(be it a cocktail hour or post-dinner drinks), choosing based off of aesthetics is not
entirely unheard of.
With this in mind, we rounded up the latest crop of newly opened or redesigned hotel
bars, which are all about the ambiance with a design-forward focus in mind. Take a
look.
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1K Pisco Bar, 1K Paris
We love an escape within an escape, hence why 1K Paris Hotel is a prime
pick on our list. Well, that and the abundant slew of hanging greens that
grace the hotel bar. Pisco Bar’s Peruvian influence is a strong one,
elements of which can be found via the colorfully patterned rugs casually
strewn about, straight out to the cocktail menu itself. The space’s vibrant
blue backdrop sets the ultimate tone for the abundance of colors that come
through via the furnishings, each one imprinting its unique quality to the
area.
Link to article: https://www.domino.com/content/best-hotel-bars-worldwide/

